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IN MEMORY OF MICHIO SUZUKI
Let k be a field of characteristic p, and let S be the symmetric group of degreen
n. Assume that n - 3 p. Let A be the centralizer in kS of kS . We find alln ny1
simple A-modules, and relate the number of non-projective simple A-modules to
p-local information. Q 2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
w xIn 1 , Alperin defines weights for any finite group and any prime p, and
conjectures that the number of weights is equal to the number of simple
Žmodules over the group algebra with coefficients in a sufficiently large
.field of characteristic p . The conjecture gives a way to determine the
number of non-projective simple modules from p-local information, that
is, from information about normalizers of nontrivial p-subgroups. Simi-
larly, Brauer's first main theorem on blocks gives a way to determine the
number of non-projective simple modules over the center of the group
w xalgebra from p-local information. The papers 7, 8, 9 pursue this analogy.
Assuming that the group G is p-solvable and H is a normal subgroup of
w xG, the main theorem of 9 gives a way to determine the number of
Ž H .G-orbits under the action induced by the conjugation action on kG of
non-projective simple kG H-modules from p-local information, where k is
the field and kG H is the centralizer of kH in the group algebra kG. It is
possible to dream that something similar might be true without the
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assumption that G is p-solvable, and without the assumption that H is
normal. This paper begins the exploration of that possibility, by examining
the special case with G equal to the symmetric group S of degree n, andn
H equal to the subgroup S .ny1
There are two problems}finding the simple kG H-modules, and relating
the number of non-projective simple kG H-modules to p-local information.
This paper is mostly about the first problem. Sections 2 through 5, as well
as 7, are devoted to finding all the simple kG H-modules when G s S ,n
H s S , and n - 3 p. Section 6 contains a discussion of the secondny1
problem.
If the field has characteristic 0 instead of characteristic p, the first
problem is easy. It is an almost immediate consequence of the double
centralizer theorem that for any group G and any subgroup H, if K is a
characteristic 0 splitting field for G and H, then
KGH ( Mat K ,Ž .[ Ž x , c .H
Ž . Ž .xgIrr G , cgIrr H
Ž .where y, y is the usual inner product of characters of H, and for any l,
Ž .Mat K is the algebra of all l by l matrices with entries in K. See Lemmal
2.1 for a proof. When G s S and H s S , the classical branching rulen ny1
Ž . Hsays that all the coefficients x , c are 0 or 1, so that KG is isomorphicH
to a direct sum of several copies of K. We seek a similar understanding of
this algebra when the characteristic is p.
For any finite group G and subgroup H, if KGH is commutative for K
of characteristic 0, then kG H is commutative also for k of characteristic p.
Because of this commutativity, finding the simple kG H-modules when
G s S , H s S , and k has characteristic p is the same as finding then ny1
blocks of kG H. For any finite group G and any subgroup H, the set of
nonzero elements of the form ef , where e and f are primitive central
idempotents in kG and kH, respectively, is a set of orthogonal central
idempotents in kG H with sum equal to 1. Thus kG H is the direct sum of
the two-sided ideals of efkGH. This gives at least a start toward finding the
blocks of kG H. Most of the paper is devoted to proving that the idempo-
tents ef are primitive, so that the ideals efkGH are blocks, when G s S ,n
H s S , and e and f both have defect 2 or less. See Propositions 2.5ny1
and 2.6, and Theorems 3.2, 4.2, 5.9, and 5.10 below. Surprisingly, in every
other example computed so far the idempotents ef also turn out to be
primitive central idempotents of kG H. However, the number and variety of
these examples is not yet large enough to make a conjecture.
From the fact that these idempotents are primitive, it follows that if
G s S , H s S , and n - 3 p, then every simple kG H-module hasn ny1
H Ž H .dimension 1 over k and is isomorphic to efkG rJ efkG for some pair of
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Žprimitive central idempotents e of kG and f of kH. The cases with p s 2
and n s 4 or 5 are not covered by the theorems to follow in this paper,
since these cases involve blocks of defect greater than 2; however, they are
.so small that they are easily checked by hand.
For the rest of the introduction, we always assume that G s S andn
H s S .ny1
Our methods for proving that ef is primitive when ef / 0 require fairly
complete information about induction and restriction between the cate-
gories of modules over fkH and ekG. If e or f has defect 0, this
w xinformation comes from work of Kleshchev 13 on modular branching
rules. When e and f have the same defect, the information comes from
w xwork of Scopes 16, 17 on Morita equivalence and on blocks of defect 2,
w xand from work of Chuang 5 on Rickard equivalence. The information
required when f has defect 1 and e has defect 2 is contained in Proposi-
tion 5.1 below. The proposition states that if c is an irreducible complex
character in the block corresponding to f , then c G has exactly two
irreducible constituents in the block corresponding to e, and these are
different for different choices of c ; also if M is any simple kH-module
with Mf s M, then M Ge / 0. The analogous statements, with restriction
Žreplacing induction, are true when f has defect 2 and e has defect 1. See
.Proposition 5.2. The proofs of these propositions, in Section 7, involve
Young diagrams, abacus diagrams, and Kleshchev's branching rule.
The link between the structure of efkGH and induction or restriction is
Ž .provided by the fkH, ekG -bimodule fkGe. This bimodule reflects infor-
mation about induction and restriction since the functor ym fkGef k H
sends any kH-module M with Mf s M to the kG-module M Ge, and the
functor ym ekGf sends any kG-module V with Ve s V to the kH-ekG
module V f. The same bimodule reflects information about the struc-H
ture of efkGH since the algebra efkGH is isomorphic to the algebra of
Ž .kH, kG -bimodule endomorphisms of fkGe. The idempotent ef is pri-
H Ž .mitive in efkG if and only if fkGe is indecomposable as a kH, kG -
bimodule.
Now we turn to the search for an analog of Alperin's conjecture.
Assume that n - 3 p. If P is a p-subgroup of G and Q is a p-subgroup of
Ž . Ž .H, let a P, Q be the number of pairs e, f such that ef / 0, e is a
primitive central idempotent of kG with defect group P, and f is a
primitive central idempotent of kH with defect group Q. Then the number
H Ž .of simple kG -modules is equal to Ý a P, Q , where P and Q runP , Q
through sets of representatives for G-conjugacy classes of p-subgroups of
G and H-conjugacy classes of p-subgroups of H, respectively. The number
H Ž .of projective simple kG -modules is a 1, 1 . Searching for an analog of
Ž .Alperin's conjecture means searching for a way to describe a P, Q in
Ž . Ž .terms of p-local information when P, Q / 1, 1 .
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When P s Q, there is a completely satisfactory way to do this. Theorem
Ž .6.2 below implies that for any p-subgroup P of H, a P, P is equal to the
Ž .number of pairs e9, f 9 such that e9 f 9 / 0, e9 is a primitive central
Ž .idempotent of kN P with defect group P, and f 9 is a primitive centralG
Ž .idempotent of kN P with defect group P. Theorem 6.2 is quite general.H
It works not just for blocks of S and S of defect 2 or less, but for anyn ny1
Ž .triple G, H, P satisfying a pair of mild conditions. See Hypothesis 6.1 for
details.
When P / Q, the situation is less satisfactory, but not hopeless. See the
w xend of Section 6 for some speculations about how Chuang's work 5 on
w xBroue's conjecture 4 might possibly be used to provide an analog toÂ
Theorem 6.2 when the defect groups are unequal.
We use the following notation throughout the paper. If G is a finite
group, H is a subgroup of G, and A is a commutative ring, then
H  y1 4AG s a g AG : h ah s a for all h g H . We let S denote the sym-n
metric group of degree n, and identify S with the stabilizer in S of n.ny1 n
As usual, p is a prime number, R is a complete discrete valuation ring of
Ž .characteristic 0 with p g J R , K is the field of fractions of R, and k is
Ž .the field RrJ R . Modules over group algebras are right modules unless
they are explicitly described as left modules.
This work was partially supported by a grant from the NSA. Most of the
paper was written while the author was visiting the University of Chicago
in the fall of 1998 and winter of 1999. The author thanks Jonathan Alperin
and the department in Chicago for hospitality and Northern Illinois
University for supporting the sabbatical. The proof in Section 3 is the
result of a discussion with Jeremy Rickard. David Hemmer helped to
translate the proof in Section 7 from the language of Young diagrams to
the language of abacuses, considerably reducing its length.
2. BLOCKS OF DEFECT ZERO
Knowing the blocks of kG and kH gives us a corresponding decomposi-
tion of kG H as a direct sum of two-sided ideals, given by the following easy
lemma. This lemma also establishes notation that we will use throughout
Ž .the paper. Recall K, R, k is always a p-modular system as described in
the second-to-last paragraph of the introduction.
LEMMA 2.1. Let G be a finite group, let H be a subgroup of G, and
assume that K is a splitting field for G and H.
Let B , . . . , B be the blocks of RG.1 m
Let E , . . . , E be the corresponding primiti¤e central idempotents of RG.1 m
Let e , . . . , e be the corresponding primiti¤e central idempotents of kG.1 m
Let b , . . . , b be the blocks of RH.1 n
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Let F , . . . , F be the corresponding primiti¤e central idempotents of RH.1 n
Let f , . . . , f be the corresponding primiti¤e central idempotents of kH.1 n
For any irreducible character x of G, let E be the corresponding centralx
idempotent of KG.
For any irreducible character c of H, let F be the corresponding centralc
idempotent of KH.
Then
1. RG H s [ E F RG H;i, j i j
2. kG H s [ e f kG H;i, j i j
3. KGH s [ E F KGH, where x and c run through all irreduciblex , c x c
characters of G and H, respecti¤ely;
4. for all x and c , E F KGH is isomorphic as an algebra o¤er K tox c
Ž . Ž .the full matrix algebra Mat K , where l s c , x ;l H
5. for all i, j,
2H Hrank E F RG s dim e f kG s c , x ;Ž .Ž . Ž . ÝR i j k i j H
xgB , cgbi j
6. for all i, j, e f is a primiti¤e central idempotent in kGH if and onlyi j
if E F is a primiti¤e central idempotent in RG H.i j
Proof. Note that 1 s Ý E s Ý F in RG H, and that all E and F arei i j j i j
H H Ž .Ž . H Hcentral in RG . So RG s Ý E Ý F RG s Ý E F RG . The sum isi i j j i, j i j
direct since distinct idempotents of the form E F are orthogonal. Thus 1i j
is proved. Statements 2 and 3 are proved similarly.
Now we prove 4. Let M be a KG-module affording x . Since K is ax
Žsplitting field for G, the double centralizer theorem Corollary 8 on page
w x.17 of 6 tells us that the map that sends any a to multiplication by a is an
Ž . Hisomorphism of G-algebras E KG ( Hom M , M . Thus E KG (x K x x x
Ž .Hom M , M andK H x x
E F KGH ( Hom M F , M F .Ž .x c K H x c x c
Ž .Let l s c , x ; then M F ( lN , where N is a KH-module affordingH x c c c
Ž .c . Since K is a splitting field for H, it follows that Hom M F , M FK H x c x c
Ž .( Mat K .l
Now we prove 5. Each R-algebra E F RG H is a finitely generatedi j
torsion-free R-module, and so is a free R-module. We have
E F RG H : E F KGH s E F KGH .[i j i j x c
xgB , cgbi j
So for all i and j,
rank E F RGH F dim E F KGH .ÝR i j K x c
xgB , cgbi j
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But
dim KGH s rank RG H s rank E F RG HÝK R R i j
i , j
F dim E F KGH s dim KGH .Ý Ý K x c K
i , j xgB , cgbi j
Since the first and last terms are equal, the inequality in the middle must
be an equality, and for all i, j, we must have
rank E F RGH s dim E F KGH .ÝR i j K x c
xgB , cgbi j
The corresponding equality for dim e f kG H is now obvious.k i j
w xPart 6 follows from I.12.9 in 10 .
COROLLARY 2.2. The algebras KSSny 1, RSSny 1, and kSSny 1 are commuta-n n n
ti¤e.
Proof. It is enough to prove this for KSSny 1. By the classical branchingn
theorem, if x is an irreducible character of S and c is an irreduciblen
Ž .character of S , then c , x F 1. Therefore Parts 3 and 4 of theny1 Sny 1
lemma show that KSSny 1 is isomorphic to the direct sum of several copiesn
of K.
Much of this paper aims to prove in various cases that the nonzero
elements e f of Lemma 2.1 are primitive central idempotents in kG H. Wei j
will frequently use Part 6 of this lemma without comment.
In the remainder of this section, we investigate the primitivity of the
idempotents e f of Lemma 2.1, in the case when at least one has defect 0.i j
The following lemma is really the same as Part 4 of Lemma 2.1.
LEMMA 2.3. Let G be a finite group and let H be a subgroup of G.
Assume that k is a splitting field for G and H. Let e and f be primiti¤e central
idempotents of kG and kH, respecti¤ely. Assume that e and f ha¤e defect 0.
Let M be the irreducible kG-module associated to e, and let N be the
irreducible kH-module associated to f. Let l be the multiplicity of N as an
indecomposable component of the restriction M . Then efkGH is isomorphicH
Ž .as an algebra o¤er k to Mat k .l
Proof. Imitate the second paragraph of the proof of Lemma 2.1.
COROLLARY 2.4. In the special case of this lemma with G s S andn
H s S , efkGH ( k.ny1
HProof. In this case kG is commutative by Corollary 2.2.
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Lemma 2.3 is the only result of this type we have that makes no
Ž .assumption about H or G other than the existence of blocks of defect 0.
The proofs of the next two propositions depend heavily on some remark-
w xable work of Kleshchev 13 .
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let G s S and let H s S . Let e be a primiti¤en ny1
central idempotent of kG of defect 0. Let f be a primiti¤e central idempotent of
kH with ef / 0. Then ef is the only idempotent in efkGH.
Proof. Let M be the irreducible kG-module associated to e. As in the
H Ž .second paragraph in the proof of Lemma 2.1, efkG ( Hom Mf, Mf .k H
Ž w x.By a theorem of Kleshchev Theorem 3.1 in 13 , Mf is an indecompos-
Hable kH-module; hence ef is the only idempotent in efkG .
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let G s S and let H s S . Let f be a primiti¤en ny1
central idempotent of kH of defect 0. Let e be a primiti¤e central idempotent
of kG with ef / 0. Then ef is the only idempotent in efkGH.
Proof. Let e be a primitive idempotent in fkH. If a g fkGH, then the
map ¤ ‹ a¤ is a right kG-module homomorphism from e kG to e kG. If
we choose temporarily to write homomorphisms of right modules on the
left, then the resulting map
F : fkGH “ Hom e kG, e kGŽ .kG
is a homomorphism of algebras that sends f to the identity.
H Ž .The map F is injective, as we now show. Let a g fkG with F a s 0.
Ž .Then in particular ae s 0. Since fkH ( Mat k for some l, there arel
units a , . . . , a in fkH such that f s Ýl e ai. Since a commutes with1 l is1
Ž .y1 Hanything in kH, we have a aa s a for all i; since a g fkG , it followsi i
l ai Ž .aithat a s af s Ý ae s Ý ae s 0.is1 i
Now let e be a primitive central idempotent of kG with ef / 0. Then
the restriction of F yields an injective algebra homomorphism
efkGH “ Hom e kGe, e kGeŽ .kG
that sends ef to the identity. Let N be the right kH-module e kH; then the
right kG-module e kG is isomorphic to the induced module N G. By a
Ž w x. Gtheorem of Kleshchev Theorem 3.2 in 13 , N e is an indecomposable
Ž .kG-module. So Hom e kGe, e kGe has just one idempotent. It followskG
Hthat efkG also has just one idempotent.
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3. COMBINING BLOCKS OF DEFECT 1
In this section, we show that the conclusions of Propositions 2.5 and
2.6 hold also when both blocks have defect 1. This turns out to be an
w xeasy consequence of the work of Scopes. She shows in 16 that if e
is a primitive central idempotent of defect 1 in kS , and f is a primitiven
central idempotent of defect 1 in kS , and ef / 0, then the functorsny1
ym fkS e and ym ekS f give equivalences of categories be-f kS n ekS nny 1 n
tween the category of finitely generated fkS -modules and the categoryny1
of finitely generated ekS -modules. We will see in this section that thisn
Ž .implies that fkS e is an indecomposable kS , kS -bimodule.n ny1 n
Ž .In the following lemma, if M is an fkH, ekG -bimodule, then M* is the
Ž . Ž .ekG, fkH -bimodule Hom M, k .k
LEMMA 3.1. Let G and H be finite groups, and let e and f be primiti¤e
Ž .central idempotents in kG and kH, respecti¤ely. Let M be an fkH, ekG -bi-
Ž .module. Assume that M m M* ( fkH as fkH, fkH -bimodules and thatekG
Ž .M* m M ( ekG as ekG, ekG -bimodules. Then, taking endomorphismsf k H
Ž .in the category of fkH, ekG -bimodules,
End M ( Z ekG ( Z fkH .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Proof. It is easily checked, using the conditions on M and M*, that the
functor ym M is an equivalence of abelian categoriesf k H
fkH , fkH -bimod “ fkH , ekG -bimodŽ . Ž .
Ž . Ž .that takes fkH to M. Since End fkH ( Z fkH , where the endomor-
Ž . Ž . Ž .phisms are taken in fkH, fkH -bimod, it follows that End M ( Z fkH ,
Ž .where the endomorphisms are taken in fkH, ekG -bimod. A similar
argument gives the other isomorphism.
THEOREM 3.2. Let G s S and let H s S . Let e and f be primiti¤en ny1
central idempotents in kG and kH, respecti¤ely, both of defect 1. If ef / 0,
then ef is the only idempotent in efkGH, and fkGe is indecomposable as a
w xk H = G -module.
w xProof. By results in 16 , restriction followed by multiplication by f , and
induction followed by multiplication by e, give equivalences of categories
between the blocks corresponding to e and f. Therefore Lemma 3.1
Ž .applies with M s fkGe. It follows that End fkGe is a commutative local
ring. If we write endomorphisms of bimodules on the left, then efkGH is
HŽ .isomorphic to End fkGe . Thus ef is the only idempotent in efkG .
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4. COMBINING BLOCKS OF DEFECT 2
In this section, we show that the conclusions of Propositions 2.5 and 2.6
and Theorem 3.2 hold also when both blocks have defect 2. The key to
proving this is understanding the relationship between the module cate-
w x Ž w x .gories for the blocks. They form what Scopes calls a 2 : 1 -pair. See 17 .
Starting with Scopes's very detailed description of the interaction between
w xthe two blocks, Chuang 5 has shown that the corresponding homotopy
categories are equivalent. Using Chuang's work, we can imitate the defect
1 case very closely, with the homotopy category replacing the module
category.
Ž .We use the following notation. If A and B are R-algebras, A, B -bi-
Ž .mod denotes the category of finitely generated A, B -bimodules on which
bŽŽ . .the actions of R from the left and right coincide; and K A, B -bimod
Ž .denotes the category whose objects are chain complexes in A, B -bimod
which are 0 in all but finally many degrees, and whose morphisms are
chain maps modulo those homotopic to 0. If
X s ??? “ 0 “ X “ X “ ??? “ X “ 0 “ ???s sq1 t
Ž .is a chain complex of finitely generated R-free A, B -bimodules, then X*
Ž .denotes the complex of B, A -bimodules
X* s ??? “ 0 “ Hom X , R “ ??? “ Hom X , R “ 0 “ ??? .Ž . Ž .R t R s
LEMMA 4.1. Let G and H be finite groups, and let E and F be primiti¤e
central idempotents in RG and RH, respecti¤ely. Let X be a bounded chain
Ž .complex of finitely generated R-free FRH, ERG -bimodules. Assume that
bŽŽ . .X m X* ( FRH in the category K FRH, FRH -bimod and that X*ERG
bŽŽ . . Žm X ( ERG in the category K ERG, ERG -bimod . Here ERG andFR H
FRH are considered to be chain complexes that are 0 in all degrees except
. bŽŽ . .degree 0. Then, taking the endomorphisms in K FRH, ERG -bimod ,
End X ( Z ERG ( Z FRH .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Proof. It is easily checked, using the conditions on X and X*, that the
functor ym X is an equivalence of triangulated categoriesFR H
K b FRH , FRH y bimod “ K b FRH , ERG y bimodŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .that takes FRH to X. Since End FRH ( Z FRH , where the endomor-
bŽŽ . . Ž .phisms are taken in K FRH, FRH y bimod , it follows that End X (
Ž . bŽŽ .Z FRH , where the endomorphisms are taken in K FRH, ERG y
.bimod . A similar argument gives the other isomorphism.
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THEOREM 4.2. Let G s S and H s S . Let e and f be primiti¤en ny1
central idempotents in kG and kH, respecti¤ely, both of defect 2. If ef / 0,
then ef is the only idempotent in efkGH, and fkGe is indecomposable as a
w xk H = G -module.
Proof. Let E and F be the idempotents of RG and RH corresponding
to e and f. If we write homomorphisms of bimodules on the left, then
H Ž .EFRG ( End FRGE , where endomorphisms are taken in the category
Ž .of FRH, ERG -bimodules. Thus we need to show that FRGE is an
indecomposable bimodule. Assume, toward a contradiction, that FRGE s
w xM [ M with M and M both not equal to 0. In Chapter 3 of 5 ,1 2 1 2
Chuang creates a chain complex X that satisfies the conditions of Lemma
4.1, by taking a projective cover Q “ FRGE, selecting a particular inde-
composable summand P of Q, and setting
X s ??? “ 0 “ P “ FRGE “ 0 “ ??? ,
where the map is the restriction of the map in the projective cover. Let f :i
Q “ M be a projective cover for i s 1, 2. Then f [ f : Q [ Q “ Mi i 1 2 1 2 1
[ M is a projective cover of FRGE s M [ M . Thus, after possibly2 1 2
renumbering, X s X [ X as chain complexes of bimodules, with1 2
X s ??? “ 0 “ 0 “ M “ 0 “ ???1 1
and
X s ??? “ 0 “ P “ M “ 0 “ ??? .2 2
By Lemma 4.1, X ( 0 or X ( 0 in the homotopy category. Since the1 2
homology of X in degree 0 is M , X cannot be isomorphic to 0 in the1 1 1
homotopy category. Hence X is isomorphic to 0 in the homotopy cate-2
gory. Therefore the virtual character of X is 0, and so the virtual2
character of X is equal to the virtual character of X , which is a character.1
ŽIn other words, when written as a linear combination of irreducible
.characters, it has only non-negative coefficients. But Chuang has com-
Žputed the virtual character of X and shown that it is not a character. See
w x .Lemma 3.2 of 5 . This contradiction completes the proof.
In contrast to the defect 1 case, if e and f have defect 2 then the
H Ž .algebras efkG and Z ekG are not isomorphic. To see this, compare
Ž . 2their dimensions. The center Z ekG has dimension p ; Part 5 of Lemma
w x H2.1 together with Scopes's work on 2 : 1 -pairs shows that efkG has
Ž 2 .dimension p q 3 .
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5. COMBINING A BLOCK OF DEFECT 1 AND A BLOCK
OF DEFECT 2
In this section we show that the conclusion of Propositions 2.5 and 2.6
and Theorems 3.2 and 4.2 is still true when one of the blocks has defect 1
and the other has defect 2. In the previous cases, the detailed work of
understanding the restriction and induction functors had already been
done by Kleshchev, Scopes, and Chuang. There is no such convenient
reference in this case, so we must do quite a bit of combinatorial work.
The results we need are contained in Propositions 5.1 and 5.2. The proofs
of these propositions are fairly long, and of a very different character from
the rest of this paper. To avoid interrupting the flow of the argument, we
have postponed their proofs to Section 7.
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let G s S and H s S . Let b be a block of H ofn ny1
defect 1, and let B be a block of G of defect 2. Assume that there is an
irreducible character c belonging to b such that c G has a constituent
belonging to B. Then
1. for e¤ery simple kH-module M belonging to b, M G has a composi-
tion factor belonging to B;
2. for e¤ery irreducible character c belonging to b, c G has exactly two
irreducible constituents belonging to B, and these are distinct;
3. if c and c are distinct irreducible characters belonging to b, then1 2
c G and c G ha¤e no common irreducible constituent in B.1 2
Proof. See Section 7 below.
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let G s S and let H s S . Let B be a block of Gn ny1
of defect 1 and let b be a block of H of defect 2. Assume that there is an
irreducible character x belonging to B such that x has a constituentH
belonging to b. Then
1. for e¤ery simple kG-module M belonging to B, M has a composi-H
tion factor belonging to b;
2. for e¤ery irreducible character x belonging to B, x has exactly twoH
irreducible constituents belonging to b, and these are distinct;
3. if x and x are distinct irreducible characters belonging to B, then1 2
Ž . Ž .x and x ha¤e no common irreducible constituent in b.1 H 2 H
Proof. See Section 7 below.
w xNow we collect the tools needed to apply these propositions. In 16 ,
Scopes proves, among other things, that restriction and induction produce
Morita equivalences between blocks of kS of defect 1 and blocks ofn
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kS of defect 1. Lemmas 5.3 and 5.5 are similar to parts of Scopes'sny1
proof. If both blocks have defect 1, the injection of Lemma 5.3 and the
surjection of Lemma 5.5 are isomorphisms.
LEMMA 5.3. Let k be any field of characteristic p, let G be any finite
group, and let H be a subgroup of G. Let B be a block of kG corresponding to
the idempotent e, and let b be a block of kH corresponding to the idempotent f.
Assume that for e¤ery simple kH-module M belonging to b, M Ge / 0. Then
for e¤ery kH-module V belonging to b, the kH-module homomorphism
V “ V Ge fŽ . H
gi¤en by
¤ ‹ ¤ m 1 efŽ .
is an injection.
Proof. Let F be the functor from b to itself that sends each module V
Ž G .to V e f and does the obvious thing on maps. The functor F is exact.H
Furthermore, it is easily seen that for all kH-modules V and W belonging




Ž .F w 6Ž . Ž .F V F W
commutes, where the vertical arrows are the maps given in the statement
of the lemma.
Now we prove the lemma by induction on the composition length of V.
To start, assume this length is 1 so V is simple. Since V Ge / 0 by
Ž . Ž .hypothesis, it follows that V m 1 e / 0 and therefore V m 1 ef s
Ž . Ž . Ž .V m 1 fe s Vf m 1 e s V m 1 e / 0. Since V is simple and the homo-
morphism is not 0, it must be injective.
Next, assume that
0 “ U “ V “ W “ 0
is an exact sequence of modules belonging to b, and that the conclusion of
the lemma holds for U and W. The following diagram commutes:
6 6 6 6
0 U V W 0
6 6 6
6 6 6 6Ž . Ž . Ž .0 F U F V F W 0
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Since F is exact, the bottom row is also an exact sequence. Since the first
and third vertical arrows are injections, it follows from the short five-lemma
that the middle arrow is an injection, which is what we wanted to prove.
COROLLARY 5.4. Let k be a field of characteristic p, let G be any finite
group, and let H be a subgroup of G. Assume that k is a splitting field for G
and H. Let B be a block of kG corresponding to the idempotent e, and let b be
a block of kH corresponding to the idempotent f. Assume that for e¤ery simple
G Ž .kH-module M belonging to b, M e / 0. Then the kH, kH -bimodule homo-
morphism
fkH “ fkGe
gi¤en by multiplication by e is an injection; and the k-algebra homomorphism
fkH H “ efkGH
gi¤en by multiplication by e is an injection.
w xProof. Consider fkH as a right k H = H -module via the action
Ž . y1 w x w xa h , h s h ah . Identify k H = H with kH m kH and k H = G with1 2 1 2
w x w xkH m kG. By Theorem VII.9.14 of 11 , the simple k H = H -modules are
exactly those of the form V m M, where V and M are simple kH-modules.
The block idempotents of kH m kH are the idempotents f m f , where f1 2 1
and f are block idempotents of kH. Let f * and b* be the images of f2
and b under the antiautomorphism of kH that sends each h g H to hy1.
The kH m kH-module fkH belongs to the block associated to f * m f.
Every simple module in that block has the form V m M for simple mod-
ules M belonging to b and V belonging to b*. Since M Ge / 0 and
Ž .H= G G Ž .H= GŽ .V m M s V m M , it follows that V m M f * m e / 0. Thus
Ž .H= GLemma 5.3 applies. Since fkGe ( fkH e, Lemma 5.3 shows that
multiplication by e is an injection fkH “ fkGe. Restricting this map gives
H Hthe desired injection fkH “ efkG .
Note that when e and f are blocks of kS and kS of defect 1, thenn ny1
the map fkH H “ efkGH of Corollary 5.4 becomes an isomorphism.
The next lemma and its corollary are analogous to Lemma 5.3 and
Corollary 5.4, with the roles of restriction and induction reversed.
LEMMA 5.5. Let k be any field of characteristic p, let G be any finite
group, and let H be a subgroup of G. Let B be a block of kG corresponding to
the idempotent e, and let b be a block of kH corresponding to the idempotent f.
Assume that for e¤ery simple kG-module M belonging to B, M f / 0. ThenH
for e¤ery kG-module V belonging to B, the kG-module homomorphism
GV f e “ VŽ .H
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gi¤en by
¤ f m g e ‹ ¤ fg eÝ Ýi i i iž /
i i
 4is surjecti¤e, where g is a cross-section of H in G.i
Proof. This is very similar to the proof of Lemma 5.3, so we will give
much less detail. Let F be the functor from B to itself that sends each
Ž .Gmodule V to V f e and does the obvious thing on maps. For eachH
Ž .module V in B, let u : F V “ V be the map in the statement of theV
lemma. Then, as above, F is an exact functor, and the family of maps u isV
a natural transformation from F to the identity functor. The lemma is now
proved by induction on the composition length of V. If the length is 1,
ŽŽ . .then V is simple; if ¤ g V with ¤f / 0, then ¤f m 1 e u s ¤f / 0, soV
u / 0; since V is simple, u is surjective. The induction step is as above,V V
using the short five-lemma and the exactness of F.
COROLLARY 5.6. Let k be a field of characteristic p, let G be any finite
group, and let H be a subgroup of G. Assume that k is a splitting field for G
and H. Let B be a block of kG corresponding to the idempotent e, and let b be
a block of kH corresponding to the idempotent f. Assume that for e¤ery simple
kG-module M belonging to B, M f / 0. Then the k-algebra homomorphismH
ekGG “ efkGH
gi¤en by multiplication by f is an injection.
Proof. Multiplication by f is clearly an algebra homomorphism. We
will show that its kernel is trivial. Let a g ekGG such that af s 0. Then
w x w x Ž .G=Ga* m 1 acts as 0 on the k G m k G -module ekG f e. As in theG=H
w xproof of Corollary 5.4, Lemma 5.5 applies to the k G = G -module ekG
w xand the submodule ekGf of its restriction to k G = H . Thus there is a
w x w x Ž .G=Gsurjective k G = k G -module homomorphism from ekG f e toG=H
Ž .ekG . Since a* m 1 acts as 0 on the first of these modules, it mustG=G
also act as 0 on the second. In other words, multiplying an element of ekG
from the left by a gives 0. Therefore a s 0.
Recall that our goal is to show that under certain conditions the
k-algebra efkGH has just one idempotent. Corollaries 5.4 and 5.6 help;
they provide large subalgebras that have just one idempotent because they
are isomorphic to centers of blocks. The next two lemmas will help us to
show that every idempotent is in these subalgebras.
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LEMMA 5.7. Assume the hypotheses of Proposition 5.1. Let E be the
primiti¤e idempotent of RGG corresponding to B. Let c , . . . , c be the1 p
irreducible characters belonging to b, and let F , . . . , F be the corresponding1 p
idempotents in KH H. Then for each i, EF is the only idempotent in thei
Ž H .R-subalgebra E RG F of KG.i
Ž Ž H .Proof. Note that since F f RH, the algebra E RG F is not ai i
.subalgebra of RG. For each i, let x and x be the irreduciblei1 i2
G w xconstituents of c belonging to B. The R H = H -module F RH affordsi i
U w xthe irreducible character c m c . As R H = G -modules, F RG (i i i
Ž .H= G Ž .H= GF RH and F RGE ( F RH E. Therefore the character ofi i i
F RGE is c U m x q c U m x , a sum of two irreducible characters ofi i i1 i i2
H = G.
Assume, toward a contradiction, that F RGE is not an indecomposablei
w xR H = G -module. Then it has two indecomposable components, each
affording an irreducible character. Let P be a defect group of B and let Q
w xbe a defect group of b. The R H = H -module F RH is in a block withi
w xdefect group Q = Q, and the R H = G -module F RGE is in a block withi
w xdefect group Q = P. By a theorem of Knorr 14 , since the character ofÈ
F RH is irreducible and Q = Q is abelian, it follows that F RH has vertexi i
ŽQ = Q. Therefore the indecomposable components of F RGE (i
Ž .H= G .F RH E are Q = Q-projective. But each component of F RGEi i
affords an irreducible character in a block with abelian defect group
< <Q = P, and therefore has vertex Q = P by Knorr's theorem. Since Q = PÈ
< <) Q = Q , this is a contradiction.
H Ž .For any a g ERG F , the map l : F RGE “ F RGE given by l x si a i i a
w x Ž .ax is an R H = G -endomorphism, with l F E s a. Therefore as ana i
H Ž .R-algebra, ERG F is isomorphic to a subalgebra of End F RGE .i Rw H=G x i
Ž .Since this module is indecomposable, End F RGE contains justRw H=G x i
Hone idempotent; hence ERG F contains just one idempotent.i
LEMMA 5.8. Assume the hypotheses of Proposition 5.2. Let F be the
primiti¤e idempotent of RH H corresponding to b. Let x , . . . , x be the1 p
irreducible characters belonging to B, and let E , . . . , E be the corresponding1 p
idempotents in KGG. Then for each i, E F is the only idempotent in thei
R-algebra E RG HF.i
Proof. This is similar to the proof of Lemma 5.7.
THEOREM 5.9. Let G s S and H s S . Let b be a block of H ofn ny1
defect 1, and let B be a block of G of defect 2. Let f be the idempotent
corresponding to b, and let e be the idempotent corresponding to B. Assume
that ef / 0. Then ef is the only idempotent in efkGH.
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Proof. Let E be the primitive idempotent of RGG corresponding to B,
and let F be the primitive idempotent of RH H corresponding to b. Let
c , . . . , c be the irreducible characters belonging to b, and let F , . . . , F1 p 1 p
be the corresponding idempotents in KH H. For each i, let x and x bei1 i2
the irreducible constituents of c G belonging to B, and let E and E bei i1 i2
G the corresponding idempotents of KG . Let S s E F : 1 F i F p, 1 F ji j i
4F 2 ; then S is the set of all primitive idempotents in the commutative
K-algebra EFKGH.
w Ž . < <x Ž y1 .Recall that F s c 1 r H Ý c h h. Since b has defect 1, iti i hg H i
w x Ž H .follows that pF g RH. By V.5.2 in 10 , a basis for J fkH can bei
Ž .  4 Žobtained by choosing any subset of order p y 1 of pF , . . . , pF . If1 p
a g RG, a denotes the element of kG obtained by reducing all coefficients
Ž . .  4modulo J R . In particular, any proper subset of pF , . . . , pF is linearly1 p
independent o¤er k.
Let I be an idempotent in EFRGH. Since I is an idempotent in
EFKGH, there is a nonempty subset T of S such that I s Ý T. WeT g T
will show that, since I g RG, T s S .
For each i, IF is 0 or an idempotent in ERGHF . By Lemma 5.7, thisi i
implies that IF s 0 or IF s EF s E F q E F . Therefore, for each i,i i i i1 i i2 i
 4E F g T if and only if E F g T. Let U s i : E F g T . Then I si1 i i2 i i1 i
 4Ý F E. Our goal is now to show that U s 1, . . . , p .ig U i
Ž .Since I g RG , pIs 0. We have pI s Ý pF E; hencei g U i
Ý pF Es 0. By Lemma 5.4, it follows that Ý pFs 0. Since everyŽ .ig U i ig U i
 4proper subset of pF , . . . , pF is linearly independent over k, we conclude1 p
 4that U s 1, . . . , p , as desired.
THEOREM 5.10. Let G s S and H s S . Let b be a block of kH ofn ny1
defect 2 and let B be a block of kG of defect 1. Let f be the idempotent
corresponding to b, and let e be the idempotent corresponding to B. Assume
that ef / 0. Then ef is the only idempotent in efkGH.
Proof. This is very similar to the proof of Theorem 5.9. To adapt that
proof for use here, exchange E and F, and exchange H and G, except that
H H HRG , KG , and kG remain unchanged.
6. GLIMPSES OF A WEIGHT CONJECTURE
In this section, we explore the possibility that the number of non-projec-
tive simple kG H-modules is p-locally determined.
Assume that G s S , H s S , and D is a p-subgroup of H of ordern ny1
2 w xp or p . Theorems 3.2 and 4.2, together with results of Scopes in 16, 17 ,
imply that the following holds.
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HYPOTHESIS 6.1. If e and f are primiti¤e central idempotents of kG and
kH, respecti¤ely, both with defect group D, and if ef / 0, then
w x1. fkGe is an indecomposable k H = G -module, and
2. there is an indecomposable kG-module M with Me s M such that
M f has an indecomposable component with ¤ertex D.H
Our first goal in this section is the following theorem.
THEOREM 6.2. Let G be any finite group. Let H be a subgroup, and let D
be a p-subgroup of H. Assume that Hypothesis 6.1 is true for the triple
Ž . X XG, H, D . Let e , f , e , and f be the sums of all the primiti¤e centralD D D D
Ž .idempotents with defect group D in the algebras kG, kH, kN D , andG
Ž . H X X Ž .NH ŽD .kN D , respecti¤ely. Then the algebras e f kG and e f kN DH D D D D G
ha¤e the same number of blocks. A bijection between the primiti¤e central
Židempotents of these algebras is obtained by applying the Brauer map with
. Hrespect to D to the primiti¤e central idempotents of e f kG .D D
For the next few pages, until the end of the proof of Theorem 6.2, we
adopt the following notation and assumptions: G is a finite group, H is a
subgroup of G, k is a field of characteristic p large enough to be a
splitting field for all groups involved, e and f are primitive central
idempotents of kG and kH, respectively, and e and f have a common
w xdefect group D. The group algebra kG is a k G = G -module via the
Ž . y1action a g, h s g ah. If D is a p-subgroup of G, then Br : kG “D
Ž . Ž . Ž .kC D is the k-linear map such that Br g s g if g g C D andG D G
Ž . Ž .Br g s 0 if g g G _ C D . The map D: G “ G = G is defined byD G
Ž . Ž .D g s g, g . We make the following simplification of notation: N sG
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .N D , N s N D , e9 s Br e , and f 9 s Br f .G H H D D
w xAssume that ef / 0 and that fkGe is an indecomposable k H = G -
module. Then ef is the only idempotent in efkGH, so ef is primitive as an
idempotent in kG H. It follows that ef has a defect group P in H, unique
up to H-conjugacy, defined as a subgroup of H minimal such that
H Ž P . D H Ž .ef g Tr kG . Suppose that a g kH such that f s Tr a . Then ef sP D
H Ž .Tr ea , so P : D. It is natural to ask whether P s D.D H H
PROPOSITION 6.3. In addition to the assumptions made two paragraphs
w xabo¤e, assume that ef / 0 and that fkGe is an indecomposable k H = G -
module. Then the following are equi¤alent.
1. D D is a ¤ertex of fkGe.
2. e9 f 9 / 0.
3. D is a defect group in H of the primiti¤e idempotent ef of kG H.
4. There is an indecomposable kG-module M with Me s M such that
M f has an indecomposable component with ¤ertex D.H
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If any of conditions 1]4 is satisfied, then f 9kN eX is indecomposable,G N =NH G
and f 9kN eX is the Green correspondent of fkGe with respect toG N =N H=GH G
Ž Ž . .H = G, D D , N = N .H G
We need several lemmas before we can give the proof. For all the
following lemmas, assume the hypotheses of Proposition 6.3.
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 6.4. f 9kN e9 N fkGe9 .G N =N N =NH G H G
 4Proof. Let y s 1, y , . . . , y be elements of G such that G is the1 2 n
disjoint union D y N . Then, as k-spaces,i i G
w x w xkG s kN [ k y N [ ??? [ k y N .G 2 G n G
Ž . w xDefine c : kG “ kN by c Ý a s a , where a g k y N for each i.G i i 1 i i G
w xThe map c is a k N = N -module homomorphism.H G
Let a and b be such that f s f 9 q a q b, where a is a k-linear
Ž .combination of elements of N _ C D , and b is a k-linear combinationH H
w x Ž Ž ..of elements of H _ N . By III.6.11 in Feit's book 10 , a g J Z kN .H H
Ž .Therefore f 9 q af 9 is a unit in the local ring Z kN f 9 . Let u be theH
Ž . Ž .element of Z kN f 9 such that u f 9 q a s f 9.H
w xConsider the following k N = N -module homomorphisms:H G
f : f 9kN e9 “ f 9 fkGe9, f w s fwŽ .G
c 9: f 9 fkGe9 “ f 9kN e9, c 9 ¤ s c ¤Ž . Ž .G
l: f 9kN e9 “ f 9kN e9, l w s uw.Ž .G G
Ž . ŽŽ . . Ž .For all w g f 9kN e9, c 9f w s c f 9 q a q b w s f 9 q a w, andG
ŽŽ . .Ž . Ž . w xhence lc 9 f w s u f 9 q a w s f 9w s w. Therefore, as k N = N -H G
modules,
f 9 fkGe9 s f f 9kN e9 [ Ker lc 9 ( f 9kN e9 [ Ker lc 9 .Ž . Ž . Ž .G G
X Ž .Since fkGe s f 9 fkGe9 [ 1 y f 9 fkGe9, the lemma follows.N =NH G
Ž Ž . .LEMMA 6.5. No indecomposable component of fkG 1 y e e9 N =NH G
has a ¤ertex containing D D.
w xProof. The k N = N -module kN e9 has vertex D D. By Lemma 13.7G G G
w x w xin 2 , there is a k N = N -module W such thatG G 1
kG s kN [ W ,N =N G 1G G
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where no indecomposable component of W has a vertex containing D D.1
w xTherefore there is a k N = N -module W such thatG G 2
kGeX s kN e9 [ W ,N =N G 2G G
where no indecomposable component of W has a vertex containing D D.2
Ž .By basic properties of the Brauer correspondence, kN e9 N kGee9 .G N =NG G
Clearly
kGe9 s kGee9 [ kG 1 y e e9.Ž . Ž .N =NG G
w x Ž .Therefore the k N = N -module kG 1 y e e9 has no indecomposableG G
component with vertex containing D D.
w x Ž Ž . .Lemma III.4.1 from 10 implies that kG 1 y e e9 has noN =NH G
indecomposable component with vertex containing D D. Since
Ž Ž . . Ž . Ž . Ž .kG 1 y e e9 s fkG 1 y e e9 [ 1 y f kG 1 y e e9, it follows thatN =NH G
Ž Ž . .fkG 1 y e e9 has no indecomposable component with vertex con-N =NH G
taining D D.
Ž .LEMMA 6.6. E¤ery indecomposable component of f 9kN e9 hasG N =NH G
Ž .¤ertex D D. Note this does not say that f 9kN e9 / 0.G
w xProof. We use the notation from III.8 of Feit's book 10 . By III.8.7 of
w xthat book, the k N = N -module f 9kN e9 is D = D-projective. By III.8.3H G G
Ž .in the same book, there is a z g N such that D, D, z is a vertex ofG
Ž .f 9kN e9. Since D 1 N , D, D, z s D D.G G N =NG G
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 6.7. f 9kN e9 N fkGe .G N =N N =NH G H G
Proof. Since
fkGe9 s fkGee9 [ fkG 1 y e e9,Ž . Ž .N =NH G
Ž .it follows from Lemmas 6.4, 6.5, and 6.6 that f 9kN e9 N fkGee9 .G N =NH G
Since
fkGe s fkGee9 [ fkGe 1 y e9 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .N =N N =N N =NH G H G H G
Ž .we conclude that f 9kN e9 N fkGe .G N =NH G
Ž .LEMMA 6.8. If U is an indecomposable component of fkGe withN =NH G
Ž .¤ertex D D, then U N f 9kN e9 .G N =NH G
Proof. Since kN e9 is the Green correspondent of kGe with respect toG
Ž .G = G, D D, N = N , it follows thatG G
kGe s kN e9 [ V ,Ž . N =N GG G
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where no indecomposable component of V has vertex containing D D. So
kGe s kN e9 [ V ,Ž . Ž .N =N N =NG N =NH G H G H G
where no indecomposable component of the restriction V has vertexN =NH G
Ž .containing D D. Therefore U N kN e9 .G N =NH G
Ž w x.By Brauer's second main theorem as described on page 102 of 2 , U is
Ž .in the block with associated idempotent f 9 * m e9; hence U N f 9kN e9.G
Proof of Proposition 6.3. First, we show that 1 implies 2. Assume 1.
Since fkGe has vertex D D, the theorem establishing the GreenH= G
correspondence implies that there is an indecomposable component of
fkGe with vertex D D. By Lemma 6.8, f 9kN e9 / 0. In particular,N =N GH G
f 9e9 / 0.
Next, we show that 2 implies 1. Assume 2. Again, we use the notation of
w x Ž .Section III.8 in 10 . By III.8.7 in that book, fkGe is D = D-projective.H= G
Ž . Ž .By III.8.3, there is a z g G such that D, D, z is a vertex of fkGe .H= G
Ž zy1 . Ž .By III.8.1, D D l D is a vertex of fkGe . Since e9 f 9 / 0 andH= G
Ž . Žf 9kN e9 N fkGe , it follows from Lemma 6.6 that D D : D D lG N =N H=GH Gzy1 . Ž .D . Thus D D is a vertex of fkGe .H= G
In this paragraph, we prove that 2 holds if and only if 3 holds. Let P be
Ž . w x Ž .a defect group in H of ef. By 2.6 in 3 , Br ef / 0 if and only ifD
ŽD : P. Since we already know that P : D see the paragraph beforeH H
.the statement of Proposition 6.3 , we have 2 if and only if 3.
In this paragraph, we show that 4 implies 3. Assume that 3 does not
P H Ž .hold. That is, assume that P / D. Let c g kG such that ef s Tr c .H P
Let M be any kG-module with Me s M. Let r : M “ M be the k-linearc
map with mr s mc. Choose an indecomposable component V of M fc H
and a kH-module W with M s V [ W; let p : M “ M be the projectionH
Ž . H Ž .onto V with kernel W. Then, in the G-algebra End M , Tr pr p s p .k P c
< < < <Therefore V is P-projective. Since we have assumed that P - D , V
cannot have vertex D. This proves that 4 implies 3.
Next, we show that 3 implies 4. Assume 3. Then e9 f 9 / 0. Therefore
there is a kN -module U such that Ue9 s U and U f 9 / 0. Taking anG NH
appropriate composition factor V of U, we get a simple module V with
Ve9 s V such that V f 9 / 0. Since V is D-projective and D is containedNH
in the kernel of V, it follows that V has vertex D. Let W be an
indecomposable component of V f 9. Then W is D-projective and D isNH
contained in the kernel of W, so D is the vertex of W. Let X be the
Ž .Green correspondent of V with respect to G, D, N . Let Y be theG
Ž .Green correspondent of W with respect to H, D, N . Then Xe s X,H
Yf s Y, and D is a vertex of Y. As a consequence of Mackey's theorem,
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Ž .H Ž G. Ž G.V N V . Hence Y N V . Since X is the only indecomposableN H HH
component of V G with a vertex containing D, it follows that Y N X .H
Finally, we turn to the statement about the Green correspondence. The
Ž .theorem establishing the Green correspondence tells us that fkGe N =NH G
has just one indecomposable component with vertex D D. Since e9 f 9 / 0,
Lemma 6.6 implies that f 9kN eX is indecomposable and is the GreenG N =NH G
Ž Ž . .correspondent of fkGe with respect to H = G, D D , N = N .H= G H G
Proof of Theorem 6.2. The theorem follows from Brauer's first main
theorem on blocks and Proposition 6.3. If e and f are primitive central
idempotents of kG and kH, respectively, both with defect group D, then
by Proposition 6.3 and the fact that the Brauer map is a homomorphism
H Ž . Ž .on kG , ef / 0 if and only if Br e Br f / 0. Part 1 of Hypothesis 6.1D D
implies that the primitive central idempotents of e f kG H are the nonzeroD D
elements of the form ef , with e and f primitive central idempotents of
kG and kH, respectively, both having defect group D. By Part 2 of Hypo-
thesis 6.1, Proposition 6.3 applies. The primitive central idempotents of
X X Ž .NH ŽD . Ž . Ž .e f kN D are the elements Br e Br f , with e and f as above.D D G D D
Now we turn to the case of unequal defect groups. For the rest of this
section, let G s S and H s S , and assume that n - 3 p. Let P and Qn ny1
Ž .be p-subgroups of G and H, respectively. Let a P, Q be as in the
Ž .introduction. Theorem 6.2 shows that when P s Q / 1, a P, Q is p-lo-
Ž .cally determined. We are searching for a way to describe a P, Q in terms
of p-local information when P / Q.
The proof of Theorem 6.2 may provide a clue about how to proceed. In
the notation of that theorem, the induction functor from the category
of f kH-modules to the category of e kG-modules is given by tensoringD D
with the bimodule f kGe . The induction functor from the category ofD D
X Ž . X Ž .f kN D -modules to the category of e kN D -modules is given byD H D G
X Ž . Xtensoring with f kN D e , the Green correspondent of f kGe . If weD G D D D
let F denote the Green correspondence, and take endomorphisms in the
Ž X X .category of f kN , e kN -bimodules, then we haveD H D G
a D , D s the number of blocks of End F f kGe .Ž . Ž .Ž .D D
In the unequal defect group case, induction from the category of
f kH-modules to the category of e kG-modules is given by tensoring withQ P
X Ž . X Ž .the bimodule f kGe . Let f s Br f and let e s Br f . We canQ P Q Q Q P P P
Ž X Ž . X Ž ..hope to find an f kN Q , e kN P -bimodule M, such that the functorQ H P G
X Ž . X Ž .Xym M from f kN Q -modules to e kN P -modules sharesf k N ŽQ. Q H P GQ H
enough properties with induction from f kH-modules to e kG-modulesQ P
Ž . Ž .that a P, Q is equal to the number of blocks of End M . Or perhaps we
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Ž X Ž . X Ž ..should settle for a bounded complex X of f kN Q , e kN P -bimod-Q H P G
Ž . Ž .ules such that a P, Q is equal to the number of blocks of End X , where
endomorphisms are taken in the homotopy category.
w xIn fact, the latter is exactly what Chuang's work 5 provides. By
w xTheorem 2.1 of 15 , if Broue's conjecture is true for a pair of groups, thenÂ
w xit is true for their direct product. Therefore the main result of 5 tells us
bŽŽ . .that there is a functor F from the category K f kH, e kG -bimod toQ P
bŽŽ X Ž . X Ž .. .the category K f kN Q , e kN P y bimod such that F is an equiv-Q H P G
alence of triangulated categories. If f kGe is considered to be a complexQ P
that is 0 in all degrees except 0, and we take endomorphisms in the
homotopy category, we have
a P , Q s the number of blocks of End F f kGe .Ž . Ž .Ž .Q P
Ž .The similarity between this equation and the equation for a D, D
above is encouraging. However, this is not completely satisfactory as a
local determination formula, since we are not yet able to describe possibili-
Ž .ties for F f kGe using only p-local information.Q P
7. ABACUS DIAGRAMS, AND RESTRICTION
AND INDUCTION FROM A BLOCK OF DEFECT 1
TO A BLOCK OF DEFECT 2
In this section, we prove Propositions 5.1 and 5.2.
We assume that the reader is familiar with the parameterization of
irreducible characters of S by partitions, the classical branching rule, then
parameterization of simple kS -modules by p-regular partitions,n
Nakayama's conjecture, and the method for determining the defect of a
w xblock from the corresponding partitions. These are all described in 12 .
We will represent partitions sometimes as Young diagrams, and some-
w xtimes as arrangements of beads on an abacus, as in Section 2.7 of 12 .
Since we are interested in blocks in characteristic p, our abacuses always
have p runners. Recall that if l is a partition of any positive integer, and l
has r nonzero parts, then for each s with s G r, there is exactly one
arrangement of s beads on an abacus with p runners corresponding to l.
In our proofs, we will imagine that the number of beads is sufficiently
large and has been fixed, so that there is a bijection between the partitions
of interest and arrangements of beads on the abacus. We will use the same
letter to denote a partition as we use to denote the corresponding
arrangement of beads on our abacus or the corresponding Young diagram.
Moving a bead one position north on the abacus for the partition l
corresponds to removing a rim p-hook from the Young diagram for l. An
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abacus representing the p-core of l is obtained by moving all beads as far
north as possible. The weight of l is the number of times one bead must
be moved one position north to obtain the core. Moving a bead one
position east, or moving a bead from the last runner to a position on the
first runner one row south, corresponds to adding 1 to one entry of l.
ŽThis includes possibly adjoining 1 to the end of l, for example, replacing
Ž . Ž . .4, 2, 2, 1 with 4, 2, 2, 1, 1 . Moving a bead one position west, or moving a
bead from the first runner to a position on the last runner one row north,
corresponds to subtracting 1 from one entry of l.
To apply Kleshchev's branching rules, it is necessary to keep track of the
Ž w xp-residues of certain nodes of Young diagrams. See 2.7.34 of 12 for the
.definition of p-residue. This can be done easily using an abacus, as long
w xas the number of beads used is a multiple of p. See 2.7.38 of 12 .
In our abacus diagrams, a letter such as x or y, or the symbol (,
represents a bead. The symbol ? represents an empty position. Three dots
??? represent several runners, whose content does not interest us, between
the pictured runners.
Now we start the proofs. The first lemma describes the relationship
between the p-cores corresponding to the blocks in Proposition 5.1.
Ž .LEMMA 7.1. Let a be a partition of n y 1 y p and assume that a is a
Ž .p-core. Let l be a partition of n y 1 with p-core a . Let b be a partition of
Ž .n y 2 p and assume that b is a p-core. Assume that there exists a partition
m of n, with p-core b , that is obtained from l by adding 1 to one entry.
Suppose that the partitions a and b are displayed on abacuses with the same
number of beads. Then the abacuses are the same except for two runners.
These two are adjacent or they are the first and the last runners. If they are
adjacent, then the rele¤ant runners on the abacuses for a and b are as follows
Ždepending on the number of beads used there may be se¤eral full rows abo¤e
.the rows pictured :
( ? ( (
( ? ? ?
If the rele¤ant runners are the first and the last, they are as follows:
( ??? ( ( ??? (
? ( ( ?
? ? ? ?
Proof. Display a , l, m, and b on abacuses with the same number of
beads. Then m is obtained from l by moving a bead one position east, or
by moving a bead from the last runner to a position on the first runner one
row south. Assume for the entire proof that a bead has been moved east.
The second possibility is similar, and is left to the reader.
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Let x be the bead moved south in a to produce l, and let y be the
bead moved east in l to produce m.
Case 1. Assume that x cannot be mo¤ed north in m.
Since l is obtained from the p-core a by moving x one position south,
Žand since m is not a p-core, it follows that x is not the same as y. If x
were the bead in l that was moved east to obtain m, there would be no
.beads in m able to move north.
Since y prevents x from moving north in m, and since m has weight 2,
the runners containing x and y in a , l, m, and b must be as follows
Ž .there may be full rows on these runners north of the pictured rows :
y x y ? ? y ( y
( ? ( x ( x ( x
( ? ( ? ( ? ? ?
Case 2. Assume that x can be mo¤ed north in m and that x s y.
Since a is a core and m has weight 2, the relevant runners in a , l, m,
Žand b must be as follows again, there may be full rows north of the
.pictured rows :
( ? ( ? ( ? ( x
x ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
? ? x ? ? x ? ?
Case 3. Assume that x can be mo¤ed north in m and that x / y.
Let g be the partition obtained from m by moving x one position north.
Then g is obtained from a by moving y one position east, and g has
weight 1.
Subcase 3a. Assume that there is no bead in a , on the same runner as y,
that is south of y. In this case, since a is a p-core, y is the only bead in g
that can move north. Since g has weight 1, y can move just one position
north in g . Thus the relevant runners in a , g , and b , respectively, are as
Žfollows there may be rows north of the pictured rows, but they are full of
.beads :
( ? ( ? ( y
y ? ? y ? ?
Subcase 3b. Assume that there is a bead in a , on the same runner as y,
that is south of y. All the beads that were south of y in a can be moved
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one position north in g . Since g has weight 1, it follows that there is just
one bead south of y in a . Thus the relevant rows of the relevant runners
in a , g , and b are as follows:
y ? ? y ( y
( ? ( ? ? ?
Ž .Proof of Proposition 5.1. Let a be the partition of n y 1 y p corre-
sponding to b and let b be the partition corresponding to B. Then the
abacuses for a and b are related as in Lemma 7.1. Suppose the jth runner
is the runner on which a has more beads than b. We will assume that the
jth runner is not the last runner. The case in which it is the last runner is
similar and is left to the reader.
First we will prove Parts 2 and 3 of Proposition 5.1. Each of the p
abacuses corresponding to the irreducible characters in b is obtained from
the abacus for a by choosing a runner and moving one bead one position
south on that runner. Counting the number of beads on each runner shows
that an abacus corresponding to an irreducible character in B can be
obtained from an abacus corresponding to an irreducible character in b
only by moving one bead from the jth runner one position east. We wish
to show that there are exactly two ways to do this for every irreducible
character in b.
The jth runner and the runner east of it in a and b are as follows:
w z ( (
x ? ( (
y ? ? ?
? ? ? ?
Let l be a partition obtained from a by moving one bead u one position
south. If u is not on the two pictured runners, or if u s y, then x and y
can be moved east and are the only beads on the jth runner that can be
moved east. If u s z, then w and y can be moved east and are the only
beads on the jth runner that can be moved east. This completes the proof
of Parts 2 and 3.
Ž .Now we prove Part 1. Let l be a p-regular partition of n y 1
belonging to b. Let m be the partition of n belonging to B obtained by
moving east the more southern of the two beads on the jth runner that
can be moved east, described in the previous paragraph. We will show in
the following two paragraphs that the node added to the Young diagram
w xfor l to produce m is good for m, in Kleshchev's terminology 13 . It then
w xfollows from Theorem 3.2 in 13 that D is a component of the socle ofm
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Ž .G Ž .GD ; in particular, D has a composition factor in B, which is what wel l
Žwanted to prove. Here D and D are the simple kH and kG-modulesl m
w x .corresponding to the partitions l and m as in 7.1.13 of 12 .
In this paragraph and the next, we use Definition 1.1, and the notation
w xand definitions just above 1.1, from 13 . Assume that the number of beads
on all the abacuses is a multiple of p. Let y be the bead in l moved east
to obtain m. Let A be the node added to the Young diagram for l to
obtain the Young diagram for m. In this paragraph, we will show that A is
w x Ž . Ž .normal for m. By 2.7.38 in 12 , for each node C with res C s res A ,
above A, that is an indent node for m, the node just to its left corresponds
to a bead on the jth runner, in a row south of the row containing y, that
can be moved east. But we chose y to be the most southern bead on the
w xjth runner of l. Hence the set M of Definition 1.1 in 13 is empty; itA
follows that A is normal.
w xIn this paragraph, we will show that A is good for m. By 2.7.38 in 12 ,
beads in m on the same runner as y, north of y, that can be moved west,
Ž .correspond to nodes D in the Young diagram for m such that res D s
Ž .res A , D p A, and D is removable. But y is the only node on its runner
Ž .in m that can move west see the construction of l and m from a above ;
therefore there can be no removable nodes for m, with residue equal to
Ž .res A , below A; so certainly there can be no nodes that are normal for m,
Ž .with residue equal to res A , below A. Hence A is good in m.
Now we turn to the proof of Proposition 5.2. Roughly speaking, restric-
tion of irreducible characters corresponds to moving a bead west, while
induction corresponds to moving a bead east. This explains the symmetry
between the statements of Propositions 5.1 and 5.2. However, not all parts
of the second proof are mirror images of the corresponding parts of the
first proof.
Ž .LEMMA 7.2. Let a be a partition of n y p and assume that a is a
p-core. Let l be a partition of n with p-core a . Let b be a partition of
Ž .n y 1 y 2 p and assume that b is a p-core. Assume that there is a partition
Ž .m of n y 1 with p-core b that is obtained from l by subtracting 1 from one
entry. Suppose that the partitions a and b are displayed on abacuses with the
same number of beads. Then the abacuses are the same except for two runners.
These two are adjacent or they are the first and the last runners. If they are
adjacent, then the rele¤ant runners on the abacuses for a and b are as follows
Ždepending on the number of beads used there may be se¤eral full rows abo¤e
.the rows pictured :
? ( ( (
? ( ? ?
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If the runners are the first and the last, the diagrams are as follows:
( ??? ? ( ??? (
( ? ( ?
( ? ? ?
Proof. Display a , l, m, and b on abacuses with the same number of
beads. Then m is obtained from l by moving a bead one position west, or
by moving a bead from the first runner to a position on the last runner one
row north. In the first case, the proof is the mirror image of the proof of
7.1. The modifications needed in the second case are easy, and are left to
the reader.
Ž .Proof of Proposition 5.2. Let a be the partition of n y p correspond-
Ž .ing to B, and let b be the partition of n y 1 y 2 p corresponding to b.
The abacuses corresponding to a and b are related as in 7.2. Suppose the
jth runner is the runner on which a has more beads than b. We will
assume that the jth runner is not the first runner. The case in which it is
the first runner is similar and is left to the reader.
The proof of Parts 2 and 3 is the mirror image of the proof of Parts 2
and 3 of Proposition 5.1, so we omit it. However, as we shall see, the proof
of Part 1 is definitely not the mirror image of the corresponding portion of
the proof of 5.1.
Assume that the number of beads on the abacuses is a multiple of p.
The jth runner and the runner west of it in a and b are as follows:
( ( ( (
? ( ( (
? ( ? ?
? ? ? ?
Let l be a p-regular partition of n belonging to B. Let m be the partition
Ž .of n y 1 obtained by moving west the more northern of the two beads on
Žthe jth runner of l that can move west. This is the point where the proofs
.are not symmetric. We will show in the following two paragraphs that the
node removed from the Young diagram for l to produce the Young
w xdiagram for m is good for l. It then follows from Theorem 3.1 in 13 that
Ž .D is a constituent of the socle of D , as desired.m l H
Let u be the bead to be moved west in l to obtain m. Let A be the
node of the Young diagram for l that is to be removed to obtain the
w xYoung diagram for m. By 2.7.38 in 12 , beads in l on the runner west of
the jth runner, south of the row containing u, that can be moved east,
Ž . Ž .correspond to nodes C such that res C s res A , A p C, and C is an
indent node for l. But no bead on the runner west of the jth runner can
w xbe moved east. So the set M of 1.1 in 13 is empty. Hence A is normal.A
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w xNow we show that A is good for l. By 2.7.38 in 12 , beads in l on the
same runner as u, north of u, that can be moved west, correspond to
Ž . Ž .nodes D of l with res D s res A , and D p A, that are removable. But
u was chosen as the most northern bead on its runner in l that can be
moved west. Hence there are no removable nodes D in l with D p A and
Ž . Ž .res D s res A , so certainly there are no normal nodes D in l with
Ž . Ž .D p A and res D s res A . Hence A is good for l.
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